
Inner  Child  & Sexual  Shame

Much of our sexual shame arises from childhood.

What we saw, heard and experienced. You may have grown up sensing that
sex and your body are somehow wrong, bad or dirty. You may not have
seen physical affection between your parents or perhaps no one talked
about sex and so you got the message that it’s something to hide.

Parents can unknowingly project their own shame on to kids by shaming
innocent self-exploration. As adults this can lead us to hiding or not
expressing ourselves. We fear rejection and abandonment so we try to ‘be
good’ by playing small sexually.

So to heal sexual shame, we can return to a time when touch was an
innocent with no meaning or agenda and ALLOW ourselves to have this.

Here are the steps for an inner child meditation.

Please note, if you’ve experienced childhood sexual trauma that you find
difficult to manage, we don’t recommend doing this process alone. Please
seek support and therapy.

1. Meet your inner child. See her/them in front of you and notice what
they’re feeling about all this. It might be confusion, shame, curiosity

2. Invite them to share with you. What did they experience. Be present to
the feelings you’re experiencing.

3. Get into her world. Perhaps you feel grief and sadness for this little one.
Allow yourself to feel.
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4. Tell them that you’re sorry they experienced this and you’re here with
them now, listening. Let her know she’s beautiful, not dirty, and it’s ok for
her to enjoy her own body as she pleases.

5. Ask what your inner child would like to feel? Be open to the answer. For
example, if she wants to feel more freedom, let her know that you’ll do what
you can to create a sense of freedom. Ask her for ideas. You might be
surprised. You can also ask your higher guidance for ideas about how you
could create more of what this part of you wants. If she wants to feel more
joy, what can you do to create more joy in sexual experiences. If your inner
child feels afraid of being rejected, tell her that you’ll never reject her and
that you’re here for her.

6. Tell your inner child that you’re there for her and if appropriate let her
know how she can be safe in her exploration.

7. Give her a hug and end the visualisation.

8. Write down what you learnt. What steps can you take to let your inner
child play during sex? What did this part of you ask for and how can you
create that. Open to your higher wisdom for answers.

For example if she wants more joy, perhaps you can play music that makes
you feel alive and playful during sex. If she wants more confidence, practise
asking for what you want with yourself first.

For more, check out our Self:Partnership course (Self-study from May 1)
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If you've experienced childhood sexual abuse or trauma, we don't recommend doing this process alone.
Please seek in person support of a therapist. 

https://selfcervix.com/products/self-partnership
https://selfcervix.com/

